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In the projects of the complex technical systems researches it is necessary 

to decide tasks when some phenomena have a substantial influence on a result, 
but they take place very rarely and badly predictable. Time intervals between 
such events are so great that it is possible to consider that they practically do not 
influence on each other, i.e. it is possible to consider that cross-correlation 
dependence between them is absent. Such phenomena got the name of «rare» 
events. The classic example of rare events can be a date (a top) of freezing of the 
river or water storage in a natural environment. Although freezing are in a 
middle stripe of Europe take place practically annually, a time intervals between 
them is so great, that it is possible to consider that each of them not influence on 
each other. To the category of rare events it is also possible to include natural 
cataclysms, for example typhoons, hurricanes, earthquakes etc., which can have 
the substantial negative affect on economy and on the sphere of habitation of 
mankind in general. 

The another example of rare event can be a refuse of some complex 
technical unit (computer system, computer net, engine,  etc.) which 
characterized by a natural similarity and almost identical operating conditions. 
The list of rare events it is possible to continue. Therefore undoubtedly, that 
successful forecasting of rare events is essential for the decision of many tasks 
in the ecology, economics and in research of reliability while complex technical 
systems testing 

The point of occurrence of a rare phenomenon is often considered the 
moment (on the forecast interval) when the predictable value passes through a 
certain "critical" point. 

In article [1] the original approach for forecasting rare events has been 
offered. It uses a technique that is effectively used by experienced specialists in 
diagnosing and predicting failures of technical devices. Under rare it is 
suggested to understand an event, coming in the object is looked for which there 
were not precedents in recent past (not exceeding the most time of delay maxτ ).  

Statement of the problem of forecasting rare events in technical 
systems. Under the object of modeling design in the technical systems will 
understand the few (n) observations of the same type of technical objects, which 
is observed at the same conditions on a time interval including only one event – 
failure. It can be when it takes place simultaneously monitoring party of the 
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same type of computers or another technical device from the beginning of 
exploitation to the moment of their failure.  

The task of forecasting the rare event (“bifurcation point” of the process) 
we will formulate as follows. Let us, that we have the results of monitoring of n 
the same technical systems behavior on the observation interval 0  [ , ]obs kT t t=  ,  
in each of them once took place the event ,  1,  2,  ... ,i i nξ =  – failure, and this 
moment fixed in a corresponding database. It is required to synthesize a model 
describing the behavior of this object on the forecast interval 1  [ , ]f k уT t t+=   to 
predict a new moment of failure in order to eliminate it in advance. 

Next, suppose that the whole interval is possible to split up on n intervals: 

1 1 10  , , ... , , , ... , ,
i i n nobs s s s s sT t t t t t t
− −
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ist is a moment of i-th event. Such 
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−∆  = [  ] =   =    , and in his knots, the control of 
parameter tests of the object is produced. Thus, there is the set of n moments of 
events ,  1,  2,  ... ,i i nξ =  in our task. The forecast of ( )1n + -th moment of time is 
the subject of our researches.  

Such problem can be described through the regressive equation of model 
as follow: 
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where y is an output (forecast) value, ,  1,  2,  ... ,  iх i m= arguments, 1, ... , mτ τ    are 
the delays of each arguments which took into account, θ  is a vector of the 
estimated parameters.  

More laconically, a model (1) can be presented as 
 

( , )f fy f X θ= .                    (2) 
 

The differences of such an approach from traditional forecasting 
procedures are: (1) among the arguments of function  ( )f .  the delay arguments 
of output value y are absent and (2) – output value is the time between the last 
supervision (control measuring) and beginning of the rare event (bifurcation 
point of the process).Thus, on the interval 1,j jt t t′ ′ ′

−∆  = [  ] of rare event 
occurrence y t ′ ≤ ∆ , and on the interval of «non-occurrence» (precedence) –
y t ′ > ∆ .  
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In [3] for solving the same problem the original and effective method of 
initial informative base forming is also presented. This procedure got the name 
«floating scale» to indexation of delay arguments. «Floating» indexation means 
that index «0» appropriated to the control moment of the event has occurred. In 
this case, we have a situation 1 )j jy t t′ ′

− ≤ (  − . «Floating» indexation must be used 
for the creation of the datasheet. Values ( )iix τ− must correspond for delays of i-th 
interval,   1,  2,  ...,  i n= .  
       The procedure for prediction of rare events in the tecknical systems 

The feature of such systems is that in complex processes interesting us 
rare events can take place the very limited times. If to consider the second 
variant of rare events research, i.e. the similar systems, then the number of rare 
events in them can be not too much. In both cases, the statistical data of initial 
supervisions are very limited. Thus, to the algorithms which could be possible to 
use for modeling and decision of prediction task of the rare event, strict 
requirements are demanded: 

1) algorithms must save operability at limited low times of supervisions (n); 
2) algorithms must save operability at high ratio signal/noise to be 

antijamming; 
3) algorithms must have high speed and be able to process large datasheets 

for modeling optimal results in the form (1). 
For today, the techniques of inductive self-organization of complex 

systems correspond to such strong conditions [2, 3].  
The teaching of the model (1) is the task of identification in which from 

the positions of inductive modeling is exhaustively formulated in [4] as follows. 
The task of identification consists of forming from observation data 

( )W X y=  the same set of ℑmodels having different structures of the 
kind ( , )f fy f X θ=



 , where θ is a vector of the estimated parameters and 
selecting of the optimal model under a minimum of the criterion ( )CR ⋅ [4]: 
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where )()( ⋅≠⋅ CRQ  is a criterion of decision quality in the parametric identification 
task of private model of complexity fs  generated in the task of structural 
identification (1). 

Most the often applied criterion of the models selection in the indicated 
algorithms is the criterion of regularity [4]: 
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This criterion, as well as all criteria in the inductive modeling of the 
complex systems have properties of external addition [2] which suppose 
breaking up of set )( yXW = on two non-overlapping subsets: teaching  A (for 
the evaluation of models parameters) and verification (for the calculation of 
model errors, A B∩ = ∅ ). 

Among the often applied criteria of selection )(⋅CR  it is necessary first of 
all also to name the minimum of deviation criterion and the balance of forecasts 
criterion. Information about these criteria, conditions and ways of their applying 
can be found in [2-4].  

We will mark in conclusion, that the described approach in one or another 
way was successfully used both in tasks investigations of complex ecological 
processes (forecasting of large reservoirs of freezing, forecasting of processes of 
territories contamination and other ones) and at solving complex technical 
problems (forecasting the occurrence of anode effect, etc.). 

In this article, the original approach for forecasting the so-called rare 
events that take place in the technical systems is described. Under the term 
“rare” in the agro-ecological (ecological) systems, it is necessary to understand 
events that take place during some observed process, and time intervals between 
them are so great, that it is possible to consider that they practically do not 
influence each other. Two possible approaches to forming of initial informative 
base (of data tables) for identification of such processes and phenomena with the 
possibility of forecasting of rare event beginning moment are described. A 
multistage procedure of forecasting based on inductive modeling principles as 
well as the criterion of selection of the best forecasting models is described.  

The described approach has a wide field for application in agro-ecological 
and in technical, medical, biological, and many other applications as well, where 
it is necessary to have a forecast of not only output value of the process 
(temperature, for example) but should know the top of the rare event in the 
investigated process. 
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